Cross Pod-inate!

Two Pod Combo: Irish Chain + Four Square Pods®, 48" x 60" Finished

MAYWOOD STUDIO
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Cross Pod-inate © Maywood Studio all rights reserved
2 Pod Cross Pod-ination
Instructions for combining the Irish Chain & Four Square Pods into a finished quilt.

Finished size 48" x 60"
Backing Needed: 3 yards
For best results, read the pattern completely first.
Sew with ¼" seam allowances. Press in the direction of arrows.

From 1 Irish Chain Pod, gather:
- all A-H squares
- all 'I' squares
- 16 - J Squares (there will be 1 piece left)
- Binding Strips
- Instructions

From 1 Four Square Pod gather:
- 88 - A-H squares (there will be 8 pieces left)
- all I and J pieces
- Binding Strips
- Instructions

1. Follow steps 1-6 in the Irish Chain Pod Instructions to make 18 - Nine Patch blocks.

2. Sew 16 - Nine Patch units to 16 - 'J' squares. Press. Reserve 2 - Nine Patch units for the top and bottom rows of the quilt top.


4. Follow step 1 in the Four Square Pod Instructions to make 24 - Half Square Triangle units. Reserve 8 for the top and bottom rows of the quilt top.

5. Follow steps 2-3 in the Four Square Pod Instructions to make 22 - Four Patch units. Reserve 6 for the top and bottom rows of the quilt top.

6. Follow steps 6-7 in the Four Square Instructions to make Block B. Press. Make 8.
7. Assemble the rows in the order illustrated. The top and bottom rows are made from the remaining Nine Patch, Half Square Triangles, and Four Patch units.


10. Join the 2½” binding strips from both Pods together, end to end, to create one continuous piece. Press in half lengthwise to make a double-fold binding. Sew to the front of the quilt with a ⅜” seam allowance, then turn the binding to the back side and stitch by hand with matching thread.
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Assembly Diagram: Two Pod Combo
Combination shown with Irish Chain and Four Square Pods®